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We report results of EPR measurements of activated carbon fibers. Experiments made for pristine activated carbon fibers and activated carbon
fibers with adsorbed molecules (CCl4 , C6 H5 NO2 , and H2 O) confirmed the
localized character of paramagnetic centers observed in the system. Pristine
activated carbon fibers are characterized by single Lorentzian line. Broader
component of EPR signal appears when guest molecules are adsorbed in
nanopores. The strongest localization is observed for water-filled activated
carbon fibers nanopores (with hydrophobic pore walls) where changes in distance between nanographite particles were monitored by the g-shift to higher
values. This process is related to stronger spin–orbit interaction of electrons
trapped at nanographite particles compressed by guest molecules.
PACS numbers: 42.81.Uv, 73.20.–r, 73.22.–f, 76.30.–v, 74.78.Na

1. Introduction
Activated carbon fibers (ACFs) possess nanocrystallites made up of graphene
plates that create conducting particles nonuniformly distributed in space [1]. These
particles, linked structurally but not necessarily electrically, create nanographitic
porous system. For such system a model for granular metal is proposed with
the tunneling conduction mechanism [2]. This mechanism leads to stronger localization of charge carriers at low temperature region. Different liquids — CCl4 ,
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C6 H5 NO2 , and H2 O — were chosen to find mutual host–guest interaction. For
self-organized systems confined in nanometer scale, nonlinear dielectric effect measurements for CCl4 in ACF show divergence at transition, confirming the hexatic
phase [3]. C6 H5 NO2 molecules were chosen because of possible indication of the
charge transfer from nanographite particles to guest molecules by electron hyperfine interaction with N or C nuclei [4]. Contact of water molecules with hydrophobic surfaces of nanographite particles of ACFs is characterized by physisorption
process which can modify the host system [5]. In contradiction to chemisorption,
adsorption-desorption mechanism is easily implemented in the system of H2 O–
ACFs by simple heating-pumping procedure. Water confined in nanometer porous
system of ACFs can also help to solve the problem of possible contrast behavior
of bulk and nanoscale matter. Transition from continuum to molecular behavior
of water confined in nanometer channels of closed multiwall carbon nanotubes
appears between 5 and 10 nm diameter of carbon tube [6].
2. Experimental
EPR measurements of ACFs were made using Radiopan ES/X spectrometer
equipped with Oxford Instruments gas flow helium cryostat within the temperatures between 4.2 ÷ 300 K. Microwave frequency was measured by microwave
frequency counter with an accuracy of 5 kHz. The magnetic field was calibrated
by tracking NMR magnetometer with an accuracy of 0.005 mT. ACFs samples
were acquired from Osaka Gas Chemicals Co. Ltd, Japan.
In order to empty the porous system before guest molecules adsorption procedure, ACFs were evacuated by heating at 200◦ C and pumping with turbomolecular
pump at 10−4 mbar.
3. Results and discussion
EPR measurements confirm localized character of paramagnetic centers observed in ACFs. Pristine ACFs are characterized by single Lorentzian line recorded
below 100 K at g = 2.0031 — value characteristic of carbon materials: graphite
g⊥ = 2.0031 [7], nanodiamond g = 2.0029 [8], and C60 fullerene g = 2.0026 [9].
When guest molecules are adsorbed in ACFs’ voids, EPR spectrum becomes modified — a broader component of EPR signal appears for all studied systems — EPR
signal of filled ACFs consists of three lines. Figure 1 shows characteristic EPR
spectrum observed for liquid-filled ACFs at 20 K. The strongest effect is observed
for dipolar guest molecules: C6 H5 NO2 and H2 O. There was no EPR signal from
guest molecules — no hyperfine splitting arising from interaction with nuclear spins
of N or H was observed. No charge transfer from ACFs to guest molecules means
that EPR modification concerns only nanographite particles. The narrow line (1)
characterizes the pristine ACFs. Its line width and g-factor are temperature independent. Line (2) originates from nanographite particles (host) surrounded by
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molecules captured in nanopores (guest). Similarly to component (1), line width
and g-factor are temperature independent [10]. Broadening of the line (2), compared to (1), is caused by the shorter relaxation time of the more dense system.
Observed changes of line width, together with a small g-shift from ge — spectroscopic splitting factor of free electron (g − g e = ∆g = 6 × 10−4 ; mean value)
for line (2) of C6 H5 NO2 -filled ACFs, enabled us to estimate the size of graphite
nanoparticles (approximately 1.34 nm) in which distance between graphene plates
could be modified by guests molecules [11]. Such an approach was also proposed
for ultra dispersed diamond (UDD) [8] and fullerenes [12].

Fig. 1. EPR spectrum of ACF filled with nitrobenzene recorded at 20 K and frequency
9.102400 GHz — experimental curve with the fit.

Line width and g-factor of the component (3) of observed EPR spectrum
strongly depend on temperature — it can be explained as a surface effect of ACFs.
No Dysonian shape of EPR line is observed for each component. It means that
ACFs crystallites’ size is lower than 3.2 µm — penetration depth of microwave
field [13]. Temperature dependences of integral intensities of each of the three lines
are very close to the Curie law. Better fitting appears after taking into account
additional number of spins from granular metals model [2, 14].
Absence of hyperfine splitting from interaction with H or N nuclei of guests
molecules together with the Curie law for all three components confirm the strong
localization of paramagnetic centers within ACFs’ nanocrystallites at low temperature region. At this region g-factors of all three lines reach similar values
for CCl4 - and C6 H5 NO2 -filled ACFs (Fig. 2a). It confirms the low temperature
stiffening of the whole system with small modification of nanographite particles’
size [11]. Stronger modification appears when ACFs’ porous system is filled with
water molecules. It is shown in Fig. 2b, where g-factors of lines (2) and (3) are
shifted to higher values (for line (2) mean value of g-shift is ∆g = 31 × 10−4 ) when
compared to line (1) as well as to lines (1), (2) and (3) from Fig. 2a (for ACFs +
C6 H5 NO2 ).
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Fig. 2. (a) g-factor vs. temperature for ACF + C6 H5 NO2 with mean value of g-shift
∆g = 6 × 10−4 for line (2). (b) g-factor vs. temperature for ACF + H2 O with mean
value of g-shift ∆g = 31 × 10−4 for line (2).

Anisotropy of g-factor of bulk graphite, with strong difference between g⊥
and gk , is a consequence of spin–orbit coupling [7, 13]. Spin–orbit interaction can
also affect g-value when inter-graphene distances in 3D stacking order of basal
planes are changed. When hydrophobic nanographite particles are surrounded by
water molecules, suppression of paramagnetism of ACFs was observed — low spin
state is caused by internal pressure of adsorbed water molecules [5].
In our experiments reduction of distances between graphene planes are detected by g-shift to higher values caused by stronger spin–orbit interaction which
appears in compressed system of stacking graphene planes.
4. Conclusions
No hyperfine splitting from interaction with H and N nuclei together with
almost perfect Curie law for all three components confirm the localization of paramagnetic centers within nanocrystallites of ACFs structure. No charge transfer
from host to guest means that only weak van der Waals interactions appear in the
system of ACFs with C6 H5 NO2 and CCl4 adsorbed. For ACFs + H2 O nanocrystallites’ shrinkage effect arising from hydrophobic properties of graphite was observed
by examining the g-value shift.
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